
ANNUAL WRITING AWARDS FOR EMPLOYEES

Since , the College has sponsored a writing competition for law students, to encourage them to learn about employee
benefits. Winners also receive an employee benefits treatise published by BNA Books. The College's writing contest
award winners are selected each year by the.

Submissions have been received from a wide variety of law schools from across the nation. As judging is
blind, do not include your name, address, phone number, email address or other identifying information in the
upper left-hand corner of the first page. Winners also receive an employee benefits treatise published by BNA
Books. Entries are acceptable only from individual students. By Susan M. Nonfiction: Typical length: 40, to ,
words. Her book has inspired revisions in both state and federal laws, plus a host of other changes. Inkitt This
boutique publishing firm offers a prize of a publishing contract to its contest winner. In , it will go to a work of
nonfiction of at least 25, words; will be nonfiction. Find out more here. By Susan M. Entries will be evaluated
on content, writing quality and overall quality of production and appearance. Make this into a book, Kim
Meyers! No handwritten books are accepted. Sadly, not much has changed when it comes to companies trying
to take advantage of writers who want a chance at recognition and maybe a little bit of money. Rules The
competition is open to all English-language self-published books for which the authors have paid the full cost
of publication, or the cost of printing has been paid for by a grant or as part of a prize. The story is an example
of the very best investigative journalism. You may submit an unpublished manuscript of short stories, two or
more novellas or a combination of novellas and short stories. Many readers will undoubtedly be moved to
action. This publicity provides the organization with the opportunity to demonstrate that recognition is
available for positive contributors. The letter should thank the employee and detail any gift, monetary award,
or certificate that the employee is receiving as a result of receiving the award. Judges reserve the right to
re-categorize entries. It should describe any function or ceremony that will be held to honor the awardees and
provide attendance details for the event. The article is helping right that wrong. Deadline: November 29, 
Deadline for awards TBA. Deadline: Annually at the end of the year; deadline has not yet been announced. Do
not include this information on the file being uploaded. Any piece posted online, anywhere other than a
personal blog, is considered published. The shortlist will be announced by August  Entries exceeding the line
count requirements will be disqualified.


